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History, The 5th H
Strikingly similar pattern of
changes to river systems and
“salmon crises” in Great Britain,
New England, and the Pacific
Northwest.
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Atlantic Salmon: Salmo salar

Pacific Salmon: Oncorhynchus spp.
Seven species of Pacific salmon
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Classical Hypotheses for Salmon Radiation

• Isolation during glacial advances: classical
hypothesis
• Global cooling drove evolution of anadromy as
nutrients decreased in fresh water environments
and oceans became more productive.

Salmo salar

Radiation of
Pacific salmon
into distinct
species
coincides with
uplift of
Pacific Rim
topography.
- Montgomery
(2000)
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Treaty of Medicine Creek, 1854
Salmon crisis often portrayed as beginning with the
1850s treaties, but this ignores earlier salmon
crises in Great Britain and New England.

“The right of taking fish at all usual and accustomed grounds and stations
is further secured to said Indians …”

Harvest
The earliest legislation was probably the
edict issued by King Malcolm II of
Scotland in 1030 that established a
closed season for taking “old salmon”.
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Habitat
A statute dating from the reign of
Richard the Lion-hearted declared that
rivers must be kept free of obstructions
so as to permit a well-fed three-year-old
pig, standing sideways in the stream, not
to touch either side.

Hydro (dams)
An Act passed in the reign of King Robert
the First, in 1318, forbade the erection
of fixtures of any size or dimensions that
would prevent the progress of salmon up
and down a river.
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Penalties were severe

King Robert III of Scotland decreed in 1400
that three convictions for slaughtering “redd
fish” in the forbidden time constituted a capital
offense.

Too Many Salmon
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Ranulph Higden, a 14th century monk, observed
in his Polychronicon that England was
“rich in noble rivers with plenty of … salmon

and eels. So that the churls in some places
feed fish to sows.”

Though the practice of feeding young salmon
to pigs was illegal, enforcement was lax and
magistrates lenient given the abundance of
salmon.

– Richard Franck toured Scotland in the
Cromwellian era and reported that “the
burgomasters in many parts of Scotland are
compelled by statute not to force any servant,
or apprentice, to feed upon salmon more than
thrice a week.”
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The Annoying Salmon of the New World
“If the Pigeons plagued us by their
abundance, the Salmon gave us even more
trouble. So large a quantity of them
enters into this river that at night one is
unable to sleep, so great is the noise they
make in falling upon the water after
having thrown or darted themselves in to
the air.”
— N. Denys (1672 , p. 199).

Salmon Fertilizer, Puyallup River ( 1850s)
“I have seen the salmon so numerous on the

shoal water of the channel as to literally
touch each other. It was utterly impossible
to wade across without touching the fish. At
certain seasons I have sent my team,
accompanied by two men with pitchforks, to
load up from the riffle for fertilizing the hop
fields…”
— E. Meeker (1921, p. 280).
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Technological Innovation and
Access to New Markets

Scottish Salmon Head for London
In 1786, George Dempster began shipping salmon
packed in ice from Scotland 400 miles south to the
markets of London.
The fish not only arrived in excellent condition, but
they could be preserved (and sold) for a week in hot
weather—and far even longer in cold weather.
By 1817, more than three-quarters of a million pounds
of Scottish salmon reached London annually.
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Napolean’s Prize
During the French Revolution Napolean Bonaparte
offered a 12,000 franc prize for devising a way to
preserve food for sailors on long voyages.
Nicholas Appert claimed the prize in 1809 by
developing a method for sealing cooked food in glass
jars.
Commercial salmon canning began in Scotland in the
1830s, spread to Maine by the early 1840s, and then
to California and the PNW by the 1860s.

Habitat Modifications
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Industrial Revolution

“It frequently happens that grilse and salmon are

plentiful in one stream, and that at the same time
scarce in another not far distant. The cause of this is
to be found in the state of rivers…”
-A. Fraser (1833, p. 21)

Forest Clearing & Mill Dams
“The salmon formerly frequented the river
Pascataqua; but the numerous dams built
across its branches, have obstructed the
course of this valuable fish, and it has, for
many years, totally forsaken the river. “
- J. Belknap (1792, p. 179).
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Alexander Fraser proposed steps to increase the
number of salmon in Scottish rivers (1833):
(1)

don’t block the ability of salmon to migrate up
or down stream;

(2)

limit fishing intensity so as to not take the
majority of the spawners;

(3)

prevent habitat degradation that could damage
the fishery.

“The cry of ‘Salmon in Danger!’ is now resounding

throughout the length and breadth of the land. A few
years, a little more over-population, a few more tons of
factory poisons, a few fresh poaching devices … and the
salmon will be gone—he will be extinct.

Shall we not step in between wanton destruction … and
so ward off the obloquy which will be attached to our
age when the historians of the nineteen-sixties will be
forced to record that: ‘The inhabitants of the last
century destroyed the salmon’…“
— Charles Dickens (1861).
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Restoration: a putting or bringing

back into a former, normal or
unimpaired state or condition.

River restoration requires restoring
process to restore form.

Recreating form alone does not ensure restoration.
The “battleship approach” of creating a particular
kind of channel (C3, B2, etc…) is not necessarily
restoration.

Is Restoration
Possible for Puget
Sound Rivers?
– What were they like?
– How did they change?
– What can be done?
– What are we willing to
do?
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Queets River Basin

Valley jam

Position in
Channel Network
Queets River, Washington

Log steps
Meander jam

Bankfull bench
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Effects of logjams
• Hydraulic
changes

Plan view

• Erosion /
Deposition
• “Hard point”
shelters tree
growth

Side view

- Abbe and Montgomery (1996)

Nisqually River
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Nisqually River Floodplain
Numerous floodplain channels with
inlets controlled by log jams

Army Corps of Engineers aggressively “desnagged” American Rivers
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Snohomish River

Stillaguamish River, Washington
Single floodplain channel with
evidence of remnant side
channels
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Stable log jam formation is a major control on organic
matter retention (including other logs)
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Historical Marsh

Flood Hazard Zone
Historical Marsh

Channel Migration Zones:
Commonly see 1 to 4 m of
relief on PNW floodplains.
A key element is to account
for potential vertical
movement in response to
logjam formation (order of
2 - 4 meters).
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For most PNW rivers restoring process means:
-

restoring a floodplain forest;

-

giving the river room to move through and
erode its floodplain (and forest);

-

allowing dynamic changes to persist
(i.e., getting people off the floodplain and
allowing logjams to reform).

Rehabilitation
Basic principle: recreate aspects of the natural
fluvial system that benefit salmon. Most
“restoration” projects are actually rehabilitation
efforts.
Sounds simple, but I have reviewed too many
projects in the past several years in which “the
same old projects” are now billed as salmon
habitat restoration.
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All Time Favorite Bad Projects...
(1)

Gravel mine = salmon restoration

(2)

Urban subdivision: more runoff is good for
salmon (too bad it happens in the wrong
season)

(3)

Channel migration zone: “expert” testified
that 1 meter high bank of fluvial gravel would
stop a 100 meter wide river from
migrating.

River Rehabilitation / Watershed Rehabilitation

“To protect your rivers, protect your mountains.”
- Emperor Yu of China (1600 B.C.)

“Nature has formed such a connection between
mountains and rivers, that in describing one, we
are unavoidably led to speak of the other.”
- Jeremy Belknap (1792)
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Landslides from road construction

Tolt River, Washington

When to intervene?
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In-stream rehabilitation
Reintroduction of wood debris to streams as part of
river rehabilitation projects presents
opportunities and challenges to the river
restoration community.
Key issues:
What are we trying to emulate?
How should we build in-stream wood projects?

Engineered Log Jams: A Design Process
Choose Natural Model

1

Analyze “key member” mechanics

2

Static & dynamic force balance analysis
of interlocking design

3

Integrate into local context

4

See Tim Abbe for further information ...
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River Rehabilitation:
How should we do it?
River rehabilitation is an
experimental science.
No cookie cutter recipe.
Approach relies on a design
process.
Use natural geomorphological analogs as basis for designs.
Few people have the appropriate background and experience
to design channel projects. Do not let engineers run amok!

River Rehabilitation: Who should do it?

Reach-level assessment of geomorphological
context is crucial for developing effective
projects.
Although there are engineering and biological
aspects to river restoration and rehabilitation
projects, the typical “missing ingredient” is the
expertise of well-trained fluvial geomorphologists.
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Write Off?
Some rivers simply cannot be restored...

Others can take quite a while

Mount Pinatubo, Philippines
June 15, 1991

5-6 km3 of pyroclastic materials erupted and subsequently
deposited on flanks of volcano
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Porac River

Pasig-Potrero River
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Post-eruption Annual Sediment Yield
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High-Flow Roll Waves
Pasig-Potrero River
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High-Flow Roll Waves
O’Donnell River

Main Sediment Delivery Mechanisms
to Fluvial System
• Mass wasting of lahar terraces
• Erosion of Rill Fields
• (Erosion of the bed)
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Mass Wasting

Mass Wasting
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Rill Fields

Bed Armoring:
Slow Process Driven
by Development of
Pebble clusters
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Geomorphic recovery precedes
ecological recovery and sometimes a
river is a write-off in terms of
restoration until the physical
system stabilizes.

Urban / Rural streams

Restore?
Write off?

Rehabilitate?
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Weak regulations can
codify implicit
Write-offs

Sullivan Creek, Oregon

Tolt River, Washington

Land Use Change Can Create New Write Offs
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Prospects for river restoration and salmon recovery
if we don’t seriously address land use?

Population Growth in PNW

Population in 1770
estimated at
100,000
(Boyd, 1999)
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Will current strategies and
“restoration” efforts work?

Success depends on having a
strategic plan

Salmon recovery requires...
Restoration - requires radically rethinking
floodplain land use; curing the patient.
Rehabilitation - feasible, but requires
expert-mediated triage to stabilize the patient.
Write offs - some places cannot be restored;
identification of such places may help hold the
line in places not considered write offs (i.e., a regional
STRATEGY is needed).
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Missing elements needed for regional river restoration

(1)

Strategic plan

(2)

Effort to evaluate historical conditions

(3)

Creation of river stewards with enforcement,
if not regulatory authority

(4)

Standards of professional practice for fluvial
geomorphology

(5)

Leadership

River restoration requires
letting rivers act like rivers!
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